
Sapphires Captain’s Report 2021 

 

Wow: we had a ‘season’!! It was so nice to be able to look back on 2021 and note the 
training sessions and handful of festivals that we did manage to attend. 

Initially, once we had the green light, we had to contend with the higher-than-normal level 
of injuries. perhaps caused by trying to squeeze our lockdown luggage into the sapphire 
blue tees; who knew they cause mass shrinkage after 3 years of wear?? 

 Seriously, it was so good to finally get back up to the Rec and re establish ourselves once 
again; the core squad back together without too many casualties; a real reflection of the 
camaraderie of the Sapphires. 

Thanks to our trusty coaches, DM and BR who have continued to take the piss out of us on 
Friday nights and keep us absolutely focused on almost anything but cricket! Thanks to 
Catherine Malley for providing regular distraction techniques at Training, by rocking up for a 
‘chat’ during our intensive net sessions! "#$% 

It was good to see the Sapphires Travelling the County in Search of Festivals; all in all we had 
15 matches, which is a pretty good effort for the season. Fab work ladies, in causing 
mayhem by forgetting to collect our score sheets at every game; we have certainly given BR 
brain a workout for the stats! 

At this stage, would like to say a genuine big thanks to Penny for her hard work in arranging 
fixtures across the Wiltshire league; sadly, due to availability we found ourselves having to 
postpone and cancel a few of the allotted games. 

On reflection I would like to think we gave a pretty good account of ourselves at the 
festivals; managing to win games at most outings. 

Highlights would have to be our all-time highest score of 1 at the end of Whiteparish Then 
to score 96 in our next game shows how agile we have become at playing a different game 
for each condition "#$% (maybe DM may view this slightly differently. yes, we got told off by 
him for being rubbish!) 

Our Youth players continued to flourish, and it has really made me proud to see how each 
one of them has held their own in all their outings; the future of the Club is made so much 
brighter by their inclusion. 

Finishing with yet another stonking home Festival; the talk of the County again…maybe 
those of us who were able to breathe after the warmup will still stifle a giggle at our very 
own ‘free styler’ CP. quick demo perhaps?? 



Shout out to Karen for instigating a brilliant weekend, spurred on by the desire to help but 
this just epitomises the essence of the Sapphire club; when we throw a party; we really 
throw a party!! 

And how amazing to have raised such a stunning amount for the Chosen charity too. Added 
bonus being too that new players will be joining our Winter training sessions at the Welly. 

Socially, we have managed to hold our own too: Thanks for the fabulous evening hosted by 
Tan (well actually I can’t remember a damn thing about it, except Jo and her awesome 
dancing). I blame Kelly for sourcing blue curacao at 9am from a work bar raid job!   Lots to 
come too, thanks to Sam and Claire arranging more get togethers!  

So finally, I would like to raise a glass to you all and say THANKS for being the amazing group 
of Women that you all are! It’s been an honour and a huge privilege to be your Captain; I 
look forward to supporting the next chosen leader and continuing the journey as a player 
with you all well into the next year and beyond. I wont miss the challenges of selection, but 
thanks to the Support of Sam, I was always brilliantly backed with new ideas and 
suggestions.. 

 

Janey  

 

 


